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The Appellants sought to have the Rateable Value reduced to f,70,000 from the figure

of f,75,000 which appears in the Roll.

Robert Preston, FRICS, appeared on behalf of and gave evidence for the Appellants;

The Assessor appeared on his own behalf and led evidence from Robert Shepherd,
Assistant Assessor.

The parties were in agreement that the primary basis for the valuation of the subjects
should be the Scottish Assessors Association Practice Note 16 for Valuation of Hotels

for the 2010 Revaluation ("the Practice Note").

There were two issues between the parties regarding the figures to be factored into the

formulae set out in the Practice Note:-

tumover' was
For the purpose of assessing hypothetical achievable

it

appropriate to

an average of the turnover figures
take the turnover for the 2008 accounts or should
for 2006, 2007 and2008 be utilised?;

to accommodation' was it necessary
In respect of the figure in the accounts attributed
breakfasts?
to make an adjustment for income from

AVERAGING

Mr

Preston advised

the Committee

that

his valuation included a

figure for

averaging out the turnover Per the
hypothetical achievable turnover arrived at by
acconnts for the years 2006, 2007 arrd 2008'

the tumover figure per the accounts for
The Assessor had proceeded on the basis of
for that and the two preceding years
200g, contending there was nothing in the figures
The Practice Note made no specific
which rendered necessary an averaging exercise.

indicative that the default position
provision for averaging which the Assessor took as
should, when available, be utilised'
was that actual rather than average figures

ADJUSTMENT FOR BREAKFASTS
as it appeared in
Mr Preston sought to discount the figure for accommodation

the

charging for breakfasts' The Practice Note
accounts to take account of an element of

attributable to accommodation where
requires adjustment to that element of turnover

income' Mr Preston conceded in
the accommodation figure includes Bed & Breakfast
that the accommodation
cross-examination that he had no definitive information
his "interpretation" of the figures
figure did incrude bed and breakfast income - it was

by a factor
that thel- did include bed and breakfast income and so fell to be discounted

of

10%.

The evidence

of Mr

Shepherd on behalf

of the Assessor

was that where the

by way
accommodation figure included bed and breakfast income then an adjustment

of a discount fell to be made. However, according to Mr Shepherd, the statutory
was net
return submitted for the subjects indicated that the accommodation figure

of

breakfast income in which case no adjustment was necessary.

DECISION
and 2008' the
In respect of the issue of averaging the turnover figures for 2006, 2007

Committee was

of the opinion that the turnover figure for 2008 was sufficiently

achievable
robust to be relied upon by the Assessor as a sound basis for hypothetical

turnover and so an exercise ofaveraging was unnecessary'

before
As regards the breakfast income, there was no factual basis in the evidence led

the Committee for Mr Preston's "interpretation" in a manner which assumed the
figures for accommodation included breakfast income. On the contrary, the evidence
and
of Mr Shepherd indicated the accommodation figure was net of breakfast income
so no adjustment was aPProPriate.

In all of the circumstances, the Committee were unanimously of the opinion that the
approach to valuation of these subjects adopted by the Assessor had been appropriate
and so decided unanimously to refuse the Appeal.

